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High collar hood makes carrying weapons easy as it does not fall flat on the shoulders.  
Front drawcord allows for adjusting the girth to the shape of user’s face, providing optimal 
protection, even in adverse weather conditions. Horizontal depth regulation provides good fit at 
the back of the hood, and a special profile allows for exposing ears. 

FLEX® hood firmly holds on the head. Without limiting the range of sight it makes orientation 
in the field easier. Independent peak protects the eyes from rain and wind. When necessary 
the hood may be detached from the jacket. 

Looper is an innovative solution designed to fasten the internal insulating layer to the outer 
layer protecting from cold and rain. The system of fastening loops allows the layers of clothing 
for independent movement. It also ensures greater comfort of moving in difficult terrain. 
 
By replacing a traditional zip with the Looper system we have achieved significant  
improvement of thermal features of the set. The airbag from naturally heated air between 
the layers serves as an additional insulating layer. The Looper system has been designed to 
improve the user’s comfort in difficult terrain and low temperatures. 

Warmth without additional weight and volume - this has been the motto of Thinsulate™ 
insulation for more than 30 years. The use of very fine fibres allows for binding larger amount 
of air particles. Lightweight and thin insulation provides thermal comfort, without limiting the 
comfort of use.
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For more than 20 years Tagart brand has been releasing  
products manufactured and designed in Poland. Clothing  
manufactured in Poland is a guarantee of quality. The 
know-how of the textile market of the country situ-
ated in the very centre of Europe allows for creating  
innovative products and react dynamically to customers’  
demands. Every year brings new experience which  
results in constant improvement of Tagart brand products. 

Since the very beginning we have aspired to make our 
clothing feature high comfort of use and precise finish.

Our passion is reflected in the design of 
garments which meet strict requirements 
of hunting clothes. Innovative technological  
solutions, highest quality materials and  
adapting to the newest fashion trends 
make our products to be appreciated by 
hunters who hunt in different parts of the 
world. 

Join them by choosing Tagart brand. 
Follow nature!

TAGART
MADE IN POLAND
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The system provides maintaining  
appropriate micro climate at a very 
high level. Now, thanks to ZEPHYR® 
system not only do you have efficient 
ventilation at your disposal, but also you 
may adjust its intensity to your current 
needs. The driving force of ZEPHYR® 
ventilation is the user’s movement. 

Regulated ventilation slits are placed in 
such a way, that with every move air 
is sucked into areas which are most 
prone to sweating. In case of jackets, 
air slits are situated on the sides. The 
system is complemented with regulat-
ed outlet openings, fitted on the back 
of the sleeves. Trousers are fitted with 
ventilation slits on inner thighs. While 
walking, the slits act as inlet and outlet 
of airflow. 

Clothes designed for difficult weather 
and terrain conditions are fitted with 
polyurethane membranes, in most 
cases implementing additional taped 
seams. 

After adding waterproof zips we 
can guarantee waterproof and wind 
proof properties while maintaining the  
highest rate of breathability. Because  
of the nature of use we pay attention 
to make the layers of the set as silent 
as possible.

The key feature of professional hunting 
apparel is providing a low level of noise 
while moving. The slightest rustle may 
completely spoil a carefully planned 
hunt. 

SlientXhunt is a system of solutions  
implemented in clothing, which is to 
minimise unwanted noise during a 
hunt. Silent fabrics fitted in places 
prone to rubbing allow for more pre-
cise approach regardless of weather 
and terrain conditions.
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Iron Orttex set is an advanced technical set designed for use in 

the most demanding weather and terrain conditions. It is a result 

of evolution of the highly appreciated Iron set. The set is designed 

for activity in the period from spring to autumn. Two types of fab-

rics with a membrane, joined by taped seams guarantee complete  

water resistance. Areas which are most prone to stretching during move-

ment are reinforced with a durable and elastic fabric.

Iron set is fitted with comfort systems which support the hunter during 

a hunt. The unique feature of the set is the Flex® system hood. Not only 

does it protect from adverse weather conditions but also allows the user to 

listen for the game freely. The system features 4 drawcords which enable 

optimal fit to the head. 

Moreover, the hood can be attached to the collar for even greater protec-

tion form adverse weather conditions. The Zephyr® ventilation system is an 

efficient but simple solution which allows for maintaining thermal comfort. 

The ventilation is driven by body movement. Ventilation slots have been 

additionally widened to provide even greater efficiency of the system.

The applied set of fabrics is distinguished by high resistance to damaging,  

a crucial feature while traversing through sharp plants or branches.  

Additionally, the fabrics create a barrier from moisture, yet ensuring breath-

ability at the same time.

Fabrics are fitted with Orttex membrane providing 20.000 g/m2/24h  

breathability rate and water resistance at 20.000 mm. Shoulders, arms,  

bottom of the jacket, and thighs are fitted with elastic fabric.

Currently finished with additional membrane to ensure not only elasticity 

and freedom of movement, but also protects from rain. Mesh lining on the 

back and in trousers ensures more efficient extraction of moisture. Spatter 

proof zips protect from water entering the internal of the set.

The jacket has been equipped with 4 pockets, two zip pockets at the bot-

tom and two chest pockets - one with a flap, the other with a zip which 

can easily fit a night vision device. 

The trousers fitted with two pockets. A spacious pocket on the left leg, with 

a flap and snap fastening. The right leg fitted with a pocket with a flap and 

a zip, and internal bandolier for 5 cartridges. Thanks to such solution, the 

cartridges are always easily accessible and do not rattle while approaching 

the game. Special cut and sleeve length guarantee freedom of movement 

while aiming.

Iron Orttex is an advanced sethunting garment set. It provides high comfort 

of use and freedom during the hunt, even in adverse terrain and weather 

conditions. Exceptionnally resistant to mechanical damage.

Iron Orttex set is available in green colour, men’s and ladies version, which 

is adapted especially to fit women’s figure.

IRON ORTTEX
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IRON ORTTEX MEN IRON ORTTEX LADY

Iron Orttex set – main features:

•  Ergonomic cut which does not hinder 

movement while approaching

• Water resistant membrane fabrics

•  Zephyr system regulated ventilation 

slots 

•  Convenient Flex® system hood allows 

for exposing ears

• Functional bandolier in trousers pocket

•  Sleeve which makes aiming easier with 

velcro-type fastening

• Profiled knees

•  Mesh lining for greater ventilation and 

extraction of moisture

• Drawcord at the botom for optimal fit

•  Jacket with two bottom pockets, two 

chest pockets including a capacious 

pocket to store night vision device

•  Trousers with two pockets. One thigh 

pocket with a flap, the other with a 

bandolier covered with a flap.

Available sizes: 

Men S-4XL,

Ladies XS-2XL.

Range of temperatures from +5o to +30o.

Hunting season: spring to autumn.
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Thunder Thermo 3 set is available in plain green colour or in combination 

with Flame camouflage. Durable outer fabric resistant to damage while moving 

among sharp plants or branches. The whole is coated with a hydrophobic 

layer which prevents clothing from soaking with moisture. Orttex membrane 

featuring breathability rate of 20.000g/m2/24h and water resistance at the level 

of 20.000 mm. Together with taped seams they efficiently protect us from wind, 

rain and snowfall. Thunder Thermo 3 Flame with a large amount of orange 

colour is a solution dedicated for group hunting, when it is necessary to be 

clearly visible to other hunters. We paid particular attention to the design of the 

side which is most often exposed at the hunting post. The camouflage pat-

tern on the orange background is meant not to attract attention of the game. 

The green set will prove itself when hunting from a tree seat or hunting box. 

The jacket has been fitted with 2 spacious side pockets at the bottom, 2 ergo-

nomic pockets at chest height with spatter proof zips and a Napoleon pocket 

hidden under the flap of the main front zip. The trousers feature 2 zip pockets 

on the sides, a capacious pocket covered with a flap on the left thigh, and  

a side pocket, with an ammo carrier band for 5 cartridges, on the right thigh.

Sizes: Men: S-4XL. Ladies: XS-2XL. 

WINTERFOREST

Thunder Thermo 3 key features: 

• 2 colour versions

• tailored cut, does not hinder movement

•  fabric with Orttex membrane and taped seams make 

up for ideal protection from wind, rain and snowfall

•  lightweight and efficient Thinsulate™ insulation providing 

thermal comfort in low temperatures

•  the Looper system allows for attaching additional insulation

•  regulated Zephyr® system air vents on the sides of the 

jacket, back of the sleeves, and inner thighs

• convenient Flex® system hood

• silentXhunt minimises unwanted noise

•  drawcord fitted in the waist and at the bottom of the 

jacket for optimal adjustment

• velcro regulated sleeve cuffs

• trousers with rubber waistband

• profiled knees; bottoms of legs with zips

•  2 sewn on pockets at the bottom, 2 ergonomic zip 

pockets, a Napoleon pocket hidden under the flap of 

the main front zip

THUNDER THERMO 3

+
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GREEN MEN / LADY FLAME MEN / LADY

Inner warming layer is attached to the outer clothing with  

Looper system, a system of fastening loops. Looper allows 

the layers of clothing for independent movement. It also  

ensures greater comfort while moving in difficult terrain.  

By replacing a traditional zip with the Looper system we have 

achieved significant improvement of thermal features of the 

set. The airbag from naturally heated air between the layers 

serves as an additional insulating layer. 

Thunder Thermo 3 has been designed so as to meet high 

requirements for apparel intended for hunting in the period 

from early autumn to late spring. The set features Flex® hood. 

Not only does it protect from adverse weather conditions but 

also it gives freedom in listening out for the game. Zephyr® 

ventilation system driven by movement of the body allows 

for maintaining thermal comfort. Thunder Thermo 3 set is  

fitted with a silentXhunt system in order to minimise  

unwanted noise. As a result, traversing the hunting grounds 

becomes virtually soundless.

Men sizes: S to 4XL. Lady sizes: XS to 2XL.

Thunder Thermo 3 Plus version key  

features:

• 4 independent elements of the set

•  wide range of temperatures from +15o 

to -25o allows hunting in the period 

from early autumn to late spring

• Looper insulation fastening system

• available in 2 colour versions

•  fabric with Orttex membrane and  

taped seams

•  lightweight and efficient 

  3M Thinsulate™ insulation

• Zephyr® ventilation system

•  convenient Flex® system hood enables 

listening out for the game

• silentXhunt minimises unwanted noise

THUNDER THERMO 3 PLUS
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GOMERA PRO 2 GREEN
Gomera Pro Green 2 is a set designed for hunting in difficult winter terrain 

and weather conditions, both when approaching the game and hunting from  

a tree seat. Implementation of the silentXhunt system which minimises the 

noise makes the hunt even more efficient. Gomera Pro 2 Green is a recognised 

model which was created on the basis of Gomera Classic. Gomera has been 

tested by hunters in adverse winter conditions for the last 17 years. By improving 

the construction and the implemented materials we have come to creating the 

Gomera Pro 2. 

The set is made of a durable and resistant to damage fabric which will prove 

itself in difficult terrain full of sharp branches or thorns. In order to minimise un-

wanted noise the set has been fitted with silentXhunt system, thanks to which 

the hunt in the hunting grounds is virtually soundless. The user’s body warmth 

is taken care of by a sturdy synthetic insulation, which fills both the jacket and 

the trousers. The entire set is protected by Orttex membrane featuring breath-

ability rate of 20.000g/m2/24h and water resistance at the level of 20.000 mm. 

Together with taped seams they efficiently protect us from wind, rain and snow-

fall. The jacket is fitted with a convenient hood which may be stored in the collar, 

a double drawcord to adjust the circumference of the jacket at waist height and 

at the bottom, openings at the bottom which enable comfortable sitting down in 

a hunting box. Additionally, it has been fitted with 2 spacious side pockets at the 

bottom, 2 pockets on the chest, a very big pocket at the bot-

tom of the back and an internal pocket to store documents. 

The trousers feature regulated waist, detachable adjustable 

braces, and legs that may be unzipped up to knee height 

which makes putting on shoes easier. Moreover, the trousers 

are fitted with 2 side zip pockets and a capacious pocket with 

a flap located on the right thigh. Sizes: S-3XL. 

Gomera Pro 2 Green key features:

•  insulation which enables hunting in low temperatures

•  comfortable cut provides full freedom of movement

•  silentXhunt system minimises noise during the hunt

•  fabric with Orttex membrane and taped seams make up for 

ideal protection from wind, rain and snowfall

•  waist and bottom drawcords for optimal regulation of  

circumference

• velcro regulated cuffs

•  openings at the bottom of the jacket for sitting down  

comfortably

•  possibility of unzipping the legs up to the knee

• regulated waist and braces length

•  6 pockets in the jacket, 3 pockets in the trousers
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GOMERA CLASSIC
Gomera Classic is a winter jacket field tested by numerous hunters. Loose 

cut, comfortable pockets, hood stored in the collar. Exceptionally quiet, soft 

to the touch outer layer fabric, allows for effective hunting without rustling 

which often appear while materials rub against each other. Sturdy winter 

insulation. 

The cut guarantees full freedom of movement when aiming. Lining is soft 

to the touch and extracts moisture well. The set is available in men’s and 

ladies versions - which highlights the ladies’ figure.

Sizes: Men S-4XL, Ladies XS-2XL.

Gomera Classic key features:

•  loose comfortable cut provides full freedom of movement

•  sturdy winter insulation

•  waist and bottom drawcords for optimal regulation of circumference

•  velcro regulated cuffs

• hood stored in the collar

•  openings at the bottom of the jacket for sitting down comfortably

•  possibility of unzipping the legs up to the knee

•  heightened waist trousers

•  waist and length of braces may be regulated

•  6 pockets in the jacket, 3 pockets in the trousers
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Despite wide availability of synthetic insulation materials, we take  
advantage of natural down insulation in particular products. Delicate  
natural down, featured by water fowl, contains as much as 1 million feathers  
per 1 kg. The down which we use comes from Polish goose farms, which 
are considered to be among the best in the world. 

Apart from excellent thermal-insulating properties, down is a perfect heat 
conductor. Thanks to a high level of heat capacity we experience the 
warmth almost instantly. 

High quality down retains its proprieties for many years. After being  
compressed numerous times it returns to its original shape. 

DOWN
INSIDE
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ARCTIC EXTREME

Arctic Extreme is a set which will prove  
itself in the most difficult conditions when 
approaching the prey or while hunting 
from a tree seat. 

Orttex membrane, goose down insula-

tion characterised by high elasticity, and 

various advanced functional solutions 

make this set ideal for those who do 

not accept any compromise. Arctic ex-

treme ensures thermal comfort in tem-

peratures even to -30 degrees Celsius.

The jacket has been fitted with Flex® 

hood system. Not only does it protect 

from wind and rain but also provides 

an opportunity to listen out for the 

game. Zephyr® ventilation system is an 

efficient and easy to use solution fitted 

in both the jacket and trousers, which 

serves to adjust the thermal comfort 

of the body. It allows the air to circu-

late and to extract moisture in case of 

overheating. 

Thanks to a unique layout of fabrics the 

silentXhunt system remains silent while 

approaching the game in difficult terrain 

conditions.

The jacket and trousers are fitted with 

Polish goose down which features 

the elasticity at the level of 800 cuin. 

The insulation is evenly distributed in  

numerous small compartments. Such a 

solution makes the set very lightweight  

despite its dimensions. The braces 

which are connected to additional  

insulation of loins, are easily detachable 

thanks to an implemented set of zip 

and velcro fastenings. 

The outer side of sleeves and shoulders 

of the jacket, the back of the trousers 

and knees have been made from a 

durable resistant to damage fabric. The 

remaining surface is composed from a 

special, soft to the touch fabric, which 

constitutes the SilentXhunt system. 

The jacket is fitted with a unique Flex® 

hood system with a standing collar. 

Horizontal depth regulation provides 

adjustment of the back of the hood 

and a special profile lets the user to  

expose the ears which enables to  

clearly hear what is happening in the 

hunting ground. The hood is insulated 

with a large amount of down so as to 

protect against exposure to cold even 

in the most adverse conditions. 

The jacket has been equipped with 2 

spacious side zip pockets at the bottom 

which are covered with flaps; 2 warm 

pockets at chest height, with spatter 

proof zips, to keep hands warm; a small 

pocket, with spatter proof zips, below 

the left shoulder designed to store  

a radio; 2 internal pockets in the lower 

part of the jacket. 

The trousers have been fitted with  

2 high capacity zip pockets with ammo 

carrier bands for 7 cartridges addition-

ally covered with flaps, and 2 deep  

profiled knee pockets.

Arctic Extreme is a set for the most  

demanding users. It allows for very 

comfortable hunting in difficult terrain 

and weather conditions. Recommended  

for use in the period from late autumn 

to early spring.

Arctic Extreme key features:

•  ergonomic cut which does not hinder 

movement and raises the comfort of 

moving in the field

•  goose down insulation featuring high 

elasticity of 800 cuin. Provides thermal 

comfort in very low temperatures

•  fabric with Orttex membrane and 

taped seams provide perfect protec-

tion from wind, rain and snowfall

•  convenient Flex® system hood with 

large amount of down

•  regulated Zephyr® system air vents on 

the sides of the jacket, back of the 

sleeves, and inner thighs

• stealth system silentXhunt

•  drawcord fitted in the waist and at 

the bottom of the jacket for optimal 

adjustment

• velcro regulated sleeve cuffs

• leg cuffs regulated with zips

• trousers with a heightened waist

•  7 pockets in the jacket; 4 pockets in 

the trousers 

Insulation: 90% goose down, 10% feathers.  

Orttex membrane (breathability 10.000 

g/m2/24 h, water resistance 10.000 mm) 

and taped seams efficiently protect 

from wind, rain and snowfall.

Available sizes: S-3XL.
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Wing 2 vest is a model which may serve as an 

outer layer of clothing as well as a lightweight 

and efficient insulation worn under a jacket. The 

vest is filled with high quality Polish goose down.  

Wing 2 serves as additional insulation worn 

under a hunting set as well as an everyday 

use vest. Thanks to high down elasticity at 

the level of 800 cuin after being compressed 

it takes up little storage space. Low volume 

of the folded vest and light weight enables it  

to be packed even into a small backpack.

The design of the collar, which contains additional  

amount of down, protects against exposure to 

cold and secures the neck. The internal side 

of the collar has been finished with a pleasant 

to the touch fabric in order to ensure greater  

comfort in contact with the skin.

Wing 2 vest has been fitted with 2 zip pockets.  

Versions available: men and ladies, in which the 

tailored cut ideally fits the womens’ body. Wing 2  

vest is a high quality product designed for  

hunting and outdoor use. Recommended for 

use in the period of early autumn to late spring.

Most important features of Wing 2 vest:

•  very lightweight - 0,250 kg Lady S size; 

 0,295 kg Men M size

•  goose down insulation 800 cuin providing  

thermal comfort in very low temperatures

•  collar design with significant amount of down

•  drawcord at the bottom of the vest for optimal 

waist adjustment

• 2 zip pockets

 

Composition: outer layer 100% nylon. 

Insulation: 90% goose down, 10% feathers. 

Sizes: Men S-4XL. Ladies: XS-2XL.

WING 2

WING 2 LADY / WING 2 MEN
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Wave 2 jacket is a model which may serve as 

an outer layer of clothing as well as a lightweight 

and efficient insulation worn under a jacket. The 

jacket features high quality goose down filling 

with elasticity of 800 cuin.

The jacket is designed for everyday use as 

well as additional insulation to be worn under  

a hunting set. Thanks to high down elasticity 

at the level of 800 cuin the jacket features high 

insulation parameters and takes up little storage 

space when folded. After having been completely  

folded the jacket fits in a small bag which may be 

packed into a small backpack. The internal side 

of the collar has been finished with a pleasant  

to the touch fabric in order to ensure greater 

comfort in contact with the skin.

Wave 2 jacket has been fitted with 2 zip pockets.  

Versions available: men and ladies, in which the 

tailored cut ideally fits the womens’ body. Wave 

2 jacket is a high quality product designed for 

hunting and outdoor use. Recommended for 

use in the period of early autumn to late spring.

Most important features of Wave 2 jacket:

•  very lightweight - 0,285 kg Lady S size; 

  0,385 kg Men M size

•  goose down insulation 800 cuin providing  

thermal comfort in very low temperatures

•  collar finished with soft fabric

•  drawcord at the bottom of the jacket for  

optimal waist adjustment

• 2 zip pockets

 

Composition: outer layer 100% nylon.

Insulation: 90% goose down, 10% feathers.

Sizes: Men S-4XL. Ladies: XS-3XL.

WAVE 2WING 2 MEN 
WAVE 2 LADY

WAVE 2 LADY / WAVE 2 MEN
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Will the new Defender bear the burden? If you are a traditionalist, you may sigh 

in relief. It is characterised by the features which you already appreciate in its  

predecessor, at the same time bring a breath of fresh air. What is most important - it 

meets all of the restrictive ecologic norms, the driving is by far better and meets the 

expectations of the modern world. Described as “unmatched” and “unstoppable”.

You probably have never thought how Tagart brand 

and Land Rover are related to each other. It is a 

common passion for terrain activity and wild nature. 

For this very reason Tagart brand was pleased to 

take part in the Polish premiere of the most awaited 

cars of the 2019 - the premiere of the latest Land 

Rover Defender.

Defender - a legendary icon of the car industry. The 

archetype of an off-road vehicle. It has proved its 

abilities throughout many years, having been tested 

in the most difficult conditions, most uncomfortable 

situations that you can ever imagine. It has been the 

hero of many adventures, a companion for explorers 

and discoverers - all the places where the jungle, 

desert sands, snowy slopes become the background. 

It is also an inseparable element of the countryside  

dwellings. The vehicle is considered to be the  

British national treasure in terms of style and driving 

capabilities.

We had to wait for 70 years to witness the introduction  

of the new model. And suddenly we end up at the 

crossroads. 

DEFENDER WITH TAGART
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Surely the car has ceased to be a crude off-roader and has 

become similar to big and comfortable SUVs. It is apparent 

both in the looks of the interior and exterior of the vehicle.  

Many hi-tech solutions and precious materials have been  

implemented, also the body has been given a new shape.  

No wonder though, the expectations of Land Rover customers  

have been changing for many years.

The mechanics of the car has been given a complete  

overhaul. First of all the bodywork is no longer mounted on 

the frame, and the suspension is free from rigid bridges.  

We may find a pneumatic suspension with a regulated gap 

(max 291 mm) and a variety of electronic assist systems 

which will help to traverse through the most difficult terrain.  

Moreover, the new Defender has been equipped with  

a reducer, mechanical lock of the central and rear differential. 

The wading depth is an impressive 900 mm. The angle of 

approach and departure are respectively 38 and 40 degrees. 

The parameters of the vehicle are a feat to respect.

Nick Rogers, Executive Director - Product Engineering, Jaguar 

Land Rover said: “The new Defender is the most functional 

in off-road terrain Land Rover in history.” Is it true? We are 

yet to see. Defender is a car which we will easily take for an  

off-road drive or hunting, then in the evening we may pull up 

at a restaurant or a theatre without the need for changing the 

car. The first Defenders will set off for the roads and roadless 

wilderness in the second quarter of 2020.



The 4Track is a lightweight, durable set designed for active use in 

difficult terrain conditions in the period from spring to autumn. The cut 

which fits the body provides comfort and does not hinder movement. 

The combination of two types of fabric makes the construction of the 

jacket and trousers stretch in four directions. The ventilations system 

improves thermal comfort. The 4Track set has been designed to meet 

the strictest requirements of outdoor activity aficionados.

The hood, shoulders, outer part of the sleeves, and the bottom  

of the body is made from a durable fabric coated with a layer of wax, 

which not only limits moisture absorption, but also makes the set more 

resistant to mechanical damage. 

Dense and sharp plants, damp terrain, changeable humidity and  

temperature are the conditions to work with 4Track. Areas of the 

chest, back and the bottom of the sleeve are fitted with elastic and 

highly breathable fabric. 

4TRACK
These are the areas which are exposed to greatest 

tensions. Additionally, sides of the jacket feature zip 

air vents which allow for cooling of the body and 

extraction of excess moisture during increased effort.

In the areas where trousers are prone to grazing,  

a cotton-polyester fabric has been implemented 

which is also coated with wax. This is an optimal 

solution for approaching the prey through high and 

wet grass and at changeable humidity. Additionally, 

the front of the hips, neckpiece, back of the thighs 

and inner side of the leg are finished with an elastic  

fabric which makes the trousers perform better 

while walking, bending or lifting knees. The sides, 

similarly to the jacket, are fitted with zip air vents.
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The jacket is equipped with a high collar with an integrated deep hood, adjust-

able in three surfaces. The high collar protects from cold wind, and also from 

being hit in the face by branches. Additionally, the peak of the hood is regulated 

with a flexile stiffening wire. Two capacious elastic chest pockets which may 

hold a night vision device, binoculars, a torch or other accessories. Two more 

pockets at the bottom of the jacket and one on the left sleeve.

Trousers are fitted with two deep pockets on the hips and two sewn on side 

pockets with zips and covered with flaps.

4Track set will prove itself while performing very demanding outdoor activities 

when durability is a crucial factor. Functional solutions and ergonomic shape 

mean comfort during long hikes and everyday use. The set is recommended 

for the period from spring to autumn.

Composition: Fabric 1: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, fabric 2: 79% viscose,  

18% polyamide, 3% elastane. Sizes: from S to 4XL

4Truck set – main features:

•  durable fabric coated with wax in areas 

prone to damage and soaking

•  elastic and highly breathable fabric increase 

the comfort of use

•  jacket with a high collar, elongated back 

and integrated hood

•  regulated drawcord inside the bottom 

pocket for optimal fit

• cuffs regulated with hook and loop straps

• trousers with a rubber waistband

• air vents in the jacket and trousers

•  capacious pockets: 5 in the jacket, 4 in the 

trousers
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The Starbak set is a very lightweight set 

for active usage in changeable terrain  

conditions in the period from spring to  

autumn. Created from the combination of 

two fabrics featuring different functional 

features, placed in areas which are prone 

to damage or requiring breathability and  

possibility to stretch in four directions. 

Thanks to such combination the Starbak set  

provides exceptional comfort and freedom 

of movement while remaining resistant to  

mechanical damage.

Shoulders, outer part of the sleeves and the 

bottom of the body have been from a very 

durable fabric, which additionally very quickly  

extracts excess moisture. Areas of the chest, 

back and the bottom of the sleeve are  

fitted with elastic and highly breathable 

fabric. Thanks to such solutions, the areas 

which are exposed to greatest tensions, 

the user may experience great freedom of 

movement.

The areas in trousers which are most prone 

to damage, that is bottom of the leg and 

back of the trousers, have also been fitted 

with a highly durable fabric. It is an optimal 

solution which will prove itself while traversing  

through bushes and everyday use. The 

movement zone of the trousers is made 

from elastic fabric that may be stretched in 

four directions, which has influence on the 

comfort while walking, bending, and lifting 

knees without hindering our moves.

STARBAK

STARBAK MEN STARBAK LADY
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The jacket is equipped with a high collar which efficiently protects from wind. 

Four external pockets fitted with zips, including two capacious chest pockets 

which may hold binoculars, torch, night vision device or other accessories.

The trousers have two pockets on the hips, two pockets on the thighs.  

Additionally, the men’s version includes a pocket on the back with a flap.  

All pockets are fitted with zips.

Starbak set will perfectly prove itself while performing very demanding outdoor 

activities in everyday use, when durability and breathability are crucial factors. 

Numerous functional pockets and comfort of wearing are the main features of 

the set. Available in men’s and ladies’ versions.

The set is recommended for the period from spring to autumn.

Composition: Fabric 1: 100% nylon, 

Fabric 2: 79% viscose, 18% polyamide, 3% elastane.

Men sizes: from S to 4XL. Lady sizes: from XS to 3XL.

Starbak Set – main features:

•  durable fabric in places especially prone to 

damage

•  elastic zones provide full freedom of  

movement

• high collar efficiently protects from wind

•  drawcord at the bottom of the jacket  

for optimal fit

• cuffs regulated with hook and loop straps

• trousers fitted with a waistband

•  4 pockets in the jacket, 5 in the trousers  

(4 in ladies’ version)



Hybrid combination of a membrane and a fabric with wax coating protects 

from getting soaked, and at the same time provides high breathability rate.

Iron is a set fitted with comfort systems supporting the hunter during a hunt. 

What is exceptional about the set is the hood with Flex® system. Not only does 

it protect against adverse weather conditions but also it provides an opportunity 

to listen for the game. Zephyr® ventilation system is both an efficient and simple 

in use solution which allows for maintaining thermal comfort. The driving force 

of the ventilation is movement of the body.

Iron set is available in olive brown colour or 3DX camouflage. Elements of the 3D 

camouflage hide the user in the surroundings, making it difficult to be spotted 

by the game. Applied set of fabrics features high resistance to damage, which 

is vital while moving through sharp plants or branches. Additionally, the fabric 

provides a barrier against moisture.

Fabric with Orttex membrane provides breathability at 10.000g/m2/24h and water  

resistance at 10.000 mm. Fitted on the shoulders and arms it protects from rain, 

whereas at the back and the bottom of the trousers the fabric secures the user 

from moisture while walking on wet terrain, i.e. high grass.

The jacket has been fitted with 5 zip pockets: two at the bottom, one at chest 

height, internal pocket for keeping documents and one functional pocket equipped 

with ammo carrier band on the forearm. The trousers in turn, feature 2 pock-

ets. A spacious pocket, with snap fastening, covered with a flap on the left leg.  

A zip pocket fitted with an internal ammunition carrier band for 5 cartridges on 

the right leg. Thanks to such solution cartridges are always easily accessible and 

do not make rattling noise while approaching the prey. Unique cut and length 

of the sleeve guarantees freedom of movement while assuming firing position.

Iron is an advanced set of hunting apparel. It ensures high comfort and freedom 

during a hunt, even in adverse terrain and weather conditions. Specially recom-

mended for hunting in the period of spring to autumn. 

Most important features of Iron set:

•  ergonomic cut which does not hinder move-

ment while approaching the game

•  a hybrid of a fabric with waterproof membrane 

and a breathable fabric with wax coating

• adjustable Zephyr® system air vents

•  convenient Flex® system hood allows for ex-

posing the ears

•  functional ammo carrier bands fitted in trou-

sers pocket and left forearm pockets

•  velcro regulated sleeve enables assuming firing 

position easily

• profiled knees

•  drawcord at the bottom of the jacket for ad-

justing the waist

•  jacket - 5 pockets: 2 at the bottom, Napoleon 

pocket on the chest, internal pocket to keep 

documents and a functional forearm pocket 

with ammo carrier band

•  trousers - 2 pockets: side pocket with ammo 

carrier band for 5 cartridges, side pocket with 

a flap.

Available versions: men and ladies, which is spe-

cially tailored to women’s body. Hunting season: 

spring to autumn. Available sizes: Men S-4XL, 

Ladies XS-2XL.

IRON 2
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A lightweight set fitted with a breathable Orttex membrane of 

20.000/20.000 efficiency rate. The presence of taped seams and  

spatter proof zips effectively protects from wind and rain without 

restricting the ability to extract moisture to the outside. The fabric is 

resistant to damage. Available in a convenient dark green colour.

The jacket is fitted with an innovative pocket with a flap and a double 

sided zip. The pocket serves as a pouch which may hold the jacket 

itself after having been folded. Such a solution will prove itself when 

organizing and small capacity are crucial factors during packing.

Elongated Parka type jacket is fitted with a non-removable girth  

regulated hood which may be stored inside the collar. Numerous  

comfortable pockets with zips, including two sewn on flap pockets 

with snap fastenings, a capacious Napoleon pocket available with-

out unzipping the jacket, and an internal zip pocket. A lightweight 

inner mesh lining. The cuff is regulated with hook and loop straps.  

A drawcord at the bottom of the jacket to provide better adjustment.

Trousers with profiled knees which allow for greater freedom of 

movement, and a rubber waistband for better fit. The trousers have 

two side pockets with zips and a right thigh pocket with a flap with 

snap fastenings. Bottoms of the legs are fitted with zips. An airy mesh 

lining on the inside.

The Storm 2 set will prove itself in difficult and changeable  

conditions where durability, high resistance to water and wind, 

and also very efficient breathability rate are crucial factors.

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-2XL.

STORM 2
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Lightweight set made of laminated fabric with 10.000/10.000 efficiency  

Orttex membrane. Thanks to taped seams, waterproof zips and hydrophobic finish  

it efficiently protects from wind and rain, without blocking the extraction  

of moisture to the outside. Soft to the touch fabric in convenient olive colour.  

Convenient cut with seams in dynamic lines.

The jacket is fitted with a fixed well covering Flex® system hood, which follows the 

movements of the head enables the user to listen for the game effortlessly. Numerous 

comfortable zip pockets including a spacious pocket on the back (men’s version only), 

internal pocket, pockets on the sides and front pocket on the chest. Lightweight mesh 

lining. Cuff regulated with velcro type fastening. Drawcord at the bottom for better fit.

Trousers feature profiled knees for greater freedom of movement. Waistband fitted for 

better fit. Equipped with two side zip pockets and two thigh pockets with snaps. Airy 

mesh lining inside. Rain set proves itself in difficult and changeable conditions, when 

durability of the fabric, resistance to rain and soaking are important. Men sizes: S-4XL. 

Ladies sizes: XS-2XL.

RAIN 2
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CARAIBES
Hi! My name is Marcin Bobola. My friends joke about me that I was born 

with a fishing rod in one hand and a shotgun in the other. There might be  

something to it as I have been fishing for as long as I can remember. I have 

been hunting for more than 10 years. Another passion of mine is travelling to 

various corners of the world. Whenever I set off for a journey I put a fishing 

rod into my backpack and when I come across a suitable spot I try to catch 

interesting fish which live in the given area of the world. 

Last year I together with my friends decided to hunt for the gigantic tarpon 

which dwell in the Caribbean Sea waters. Our adventure began in Panama 

on San Blas archipelago, which is comprised of about 370 wonderful islands 

which belong to Kuna Yala natives. We stayed on a tiny, fotball-pitch size island 

Naranjo Chico which is owned by the family of our guide Tony. Sailing among 

paradise deserted islands, we were fishing at dawn, dusk and dark to avoid the 

sun. Unfortunately our equipment proved to be too weak in comparison to the 

great might of tarpon, gilthead, tuna and barracuda. However we managed to 

catch many wonderful fish which I hadn’t known they existed. 

Our fishermen’s honour was saved on the Pacific in the Colba National Park  

region, which is one of the biggest marine parks in the world. We caught 

a beautiful yellow tuna there and while towing it we experienced immense 

pleasure. When we released the fish we had caught, the natives were deeply 

surprised as they were not able to understand the point - why catch a fish 

if you don’t eat it? As it usually happens every journey, we experienced some  

unplanned adventures. At the very beginning I was bitten in the foot by a spider 

in the tropical forest. Having been treated by a local shaman, the natives said that  

I should survive. What is more, while we were staying on Bocas del Toro near 

the Costa Rica border, a short circuit caused a fire in our room.

The pinnacle of the unwanted adventures was the arrest in Instanbul of our 

plane flying from Bogota. As it turned out later, it was suspected that some 

passengers might have been smuggling drugs which apparently is a common 

issue. 

Despite such misadventures, we will soon return to the Caribbean. We left our 

tarpons there.
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CRAMP PRO
The Cramp Pro set has been created to provide high comfort and appropriate 

fit. It will prove adequate while spending free time actively as well as during 

everyday use. Cramp set has been made from fabric which features a unique 

composition. It combines absorptiveness of viscose, durability of polyamide, and 

elasticity of Spandex. It is highly elastic, fitting the body well. It virtually does not 

limit the freedom of movement. A thick weave of fabrics protects from wind 

penetration. Additionally, it efficiently extracts moisture to the outside and dries 

quickly that is why it is ideal during increased physical activity.

The Cramp Pro version Has been made from two colours of fabrics which 

additionally highlights the dynamic line of the cut.

Jacket with a standing collar fitted with a zip, 2 side zip pockets. Trousers with  

2 zip pockets on thighs with additional flaps. Inside the left pocket there is 

an ammunition band for 6 cartridges, 2 capacious side pockets and, in men’s 

version, one back zip pocket also covered with an additional flap. The set is 

available in versions: men and ladies, which highlights the ladies’ figure. 

Jacket sizes: Men S-4XL. Ladies: S-3XL. Pants sizes: Men S-5XL. Ladies: XS-3XL.

Cramp is an ideal choice for everyday use and hunt-

ing in the spring-summer period. It will prove itself 

during hikes in the mountains or treks through for-

ests. It is appreciated by hunters who travel to hot 

Africa and those who hunt while approaching the 

game.

Cramp set features:

•  comfortable cut which does not hinder movement

•  fits the body well

•  efficiently extracts moisture and dries quickly

•  drawcord at the bottom of the jacket for optimal 

waist adjustment

•  trousers fitted with a rubber waistband

•  jacket - 2 pockets, trousers - 5 pockets (4 in ladies 

version)

•  ammo carrier band for 6 cartridges inside right pocket

CRAMP PRO GREEN / BLACK CRAMP PRO DESERT / BROWN
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CRAMP PRO 
DARK GREEN

CRAMP PRO DARK GREEN
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VOLDA 
Softshell jacket made from three-layered fabric, laminated with 

an efficient membrane with a hydrophobic finish. Adjustable fixed 

hood. Effectively protects from wind and chill, retaining warmth by 

the body. Elevated hood collar protects from wind. Elastic fabric 

and tailored cut guarantee full freedom of movement. Ventilation 

openings on the sides of the jacket and on the backs of the 

sleeves, ensure efficient ZEPHYR® system ventilation. 3 zip pockets.  

Adjustable drawcord at the bottom. Sizes: XS-4XL.

FOREST
A softshell jacket made of three layered elastic fabric featuring 

a high quality membrane 15,000/15,000. Hydrophobic finish on  

the outside. Internal fleece layer. Efficiently protects from wind and 

chill retaining warmth of the body. Drawcord at the bottom. Velcro 

regulated cuffs. 2 pockets on the sides and one chest pocket, all 

fitted with zips. Elastic fabric and tailored cut ensure full freedom 

of movement. 

Men sizes: S-4XL. Lady sizes: S-2XL.
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WINDSHIELD
A jacket made of windshield fleece is three times more 

resistant to wind than standard fleece thanks to a special 

construction. Warm pleasant to the touch and resistant 

to pilling. It easily extracts moisture to the outside. 2 zip 

pockets on the sides, 1 internal zip pocket and 1 zip pocket 

on the chest. Sizes: XS-4XL.

FOX
Warm jumper made of a high quality fleece, a zip is fitted 

on all length. 3 zip pockets and additional internal zip 

pocket. Adjustable waistband. Sizes: S-3XL.

ELK
Thin fleece in khaki colour fitted with a full front zip. Short 

collar. 2 zip pockets on the sides, 2 internal pockets and 

one zip pocket on the chest. Trimmings fitted on the 

shoulders. Cuffs finished with rubber trimmings. Sizes: 

S-3XL.

BRUNO
Jacket designed for spring and autumn. Lightweight 

and comfortable, effectively protects from wind and rain 

thanks to a polyurethane membrane fitted between two 

layers of fleece. Trimmings fitted on places exposed to 

wear and tear. The jacket is quiet and pleasant to the 

touch. Pockets to keep hands in fitted with a zip. Zip up 

internal pocket. High collar. Sizes: XS-4XL. 
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FROST
Combat trousers in a traditional cut, 

made of durable softened cotton of 

high density. Ideal to wear in the period 

from autumn to spring. Profiled knees.  

Sizes: S-4XL.

ENDURO
Classic cut combat trousers made  

of durable and pleasant to the touch 

cotton fabric of high density. The trou-

sers fit the body better, push out less, 

and ensure greater freedom of move-

ment thanks to addition of elastane. 

Profiled knees. Sizes: XS-5XL.

ENDURO RIPSTOP
Classic cut combat trousers made of 

thin cotton fabric with “rip stop” weave. 

They are lightweight, highly durable and 

resistant to ripping and tear. Profiled 

knees. Seven convenient pockets. Sizes: 

XS-5XL.

TERRAIN PRO WR
Trousers made from waxed fabric, 

available in a comfortable and con-

venient cut. Trimmings made from 

durable fabric fitted on profiled knees.  

7 functional pockets, including pocket for  

a knife and pockets with ammunition 

carrier bands. Sizes: S-4XL.

JEANS CLASSIC
Trousers featuring well tried traditional 

cut. High quality cotton, durable and 

pleasant to the touch. Thanks to the 

addition of spandex the trousers ensure 

greater freedom of movement and fit 

the body better. Sizes: length 108 and 

113 cm. Waist: from 78 to 122 cm every 

4 cm.

TREVOR
Traditional cut casual style trousers. Du-

rable high quality cotton fabric which is 

pleasant to the touch. Thanks to the 

addition of elastane the trousers fit the 

body better, push out less and ensure 

greater freedom of movement. Two 

front and two back pockets - all but-

toned. The product is available in brown 

and green. Sizes: length 108 and 113 cm. 

Waist: from 78 to 122 cm every 4 cm.
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AX COMFORT
Terrain trousers made from durable fabric 

featuring high thermal comfort. Brushed in-

side of the fabric make the trousers warm-

er and more pleasant to the skin at the 

same time. Profiled knees ensure greater 

freedom of movement. A sewn in waist-

band for better fit. Fitted with 2 side pock-

ets, flat pocket on the back and 2 thigh 

pockets - flat zip pocket, the second is cov-

ered with a flap with snaps. Sizes: S-4XL.

AX
Terrain trousers made from durable fab-

ric featuring high breathability. Profiled 

knees ensure greater freedom of move-

ment. A sewn in waistband for better fit. 

Fitted with 2 side pockets, flat pocket 

on the back and 2 thigh pockets - 1 flat 

zip pocket, the second is covered with  

a flap with snaps. Sizes: S-4XL.

JUMP GREEN
Trousers made from a durable fabric. 

Additionally, elements from elastic fabric 

are fitted on the side and below the 

waist to limit inconvenient moving of 

the trousers while bending and lifting 

up the knees. Sizes: S-4XL.

AX WR
Combat trousers in green colour, made 

from waxed fabric which prevents wa-

ter from soaking. Profiled knees ensure 

greater freedom of movement. Fitted 

with 2 side pockets, flat pocket on the 

back and 2 thigh pockets - 1 flat zip 

pocket, the second is covered with  

a flap with snaps. Sizes: S-4XL.

TRAPER
Classic and comfortable combat trou-

sers made of pleasant to the touch and 

durable cotton fabric. Thanks to the ad-

dition of elastane the pants fit the body 

and ensure greater freedom of move-

ment. Profiled knees. Sizes: S-4XL.

JUMP GREEN WR
Trousers made from a durable wax  

finished fabric. Additionally, elements 

from elastic fabric are fitted on the side 

and below the waist to limit inconven-

ient moving of the trousers while bend-

ing and lifting up the knees. 

Sizes: S-4XL.
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The international conference for women WaSH was held for the first 

time in november 2012 in Bratislava by Hunting Women’s Club in Slova-

kia and the future WG Artemis CIC. The second edition of WaSH took 

place in the Czech Republic at the Bechyne Castle, the third in Holland, 

Waageningenn. The fourth conference was held in Finland, Ilomantsi. 

More than 70 huntresses from all over the world gathered to meet. 

In 2019 the fifth conference took place in Poland, Bydgoszcz and also 

attracted a large group of women who hunt from various countries.

During a three day event, whose main organiser was the Polish Hunt-

ing Association, CIC - International Council for Game and Wildlife Con-

servation and the Polish Huntresses’ Club of the Polish Hunting Asso-

ciation, more than 60 huntresses from 8 countries participated in the 

event. The countries included: Finland, the Czech Republic, Slovakia, 

Hungary, Russia, Holland, Ukraine and of course Poland.

The conference serves as a forum for exchanging knowledge and an 

event which gathers huntresses. It is worth mentioning that women’s 

participation in hunting associations in many countries is constantly 

growing. In Finland alone there are currently more than 22000 women 

who hunt, and in Poland the number of huntresses increases day by 

day and has exceeded 4000.

The meeting was not only an opportunity to hear various 

lectures focusing on hunting subjects, but also to form 

new connections and exchange own experiences. During 

the conference current hunting issues were discussed. 

The participants debated on such topics as the image 

of hunting in social media. The questions of huntresses’ 

involvement in the development of culture conveying the 

hunting values to the society were also discussed. One 

of the partners supporting the event was Tagart brand, 

which was pleased to present clothes collection for the 

upcoming season dedicated to hunting women. We are 

delighted by the fact Tagart brand had the opportunity 

to take part in such an important event for hunting in 

Europe as a partner. See you at WaSH Russia 2020.

WOMEN AND 
SUSTAINABLE 
HUNTING
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MOORE LADY
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TINA
High quality cotton, tailored ladies’ cut, 

elegant and practical at the same time. 

Classic style pockets at the front, faux 

pockets at the back. Thanks to the  

addition of elastane the pants fit 

the body better and do not hinder  

movement. Available in green and 

brown. Sizes: XS-3XL.

AX LADY
Terrain trousers made from durable fab-

ric featuring high breathability. Profiled 

knees ensure greater freedom of move-

ment. A sewn in waistband for better fit.  

Fitted with 2 side pockets, flat pocket  

on the back and 2 thigh pockets, both 

flat pockets with zips. Sizes: XS-3XL.

AX COMFORT LADY
Terrain trousers made from durable fabric 

featuring high thermal comfort. Brushed in-

side of the fabric make the trousers warm-

er and more pleasant to the skin at the 

same time. Profiled knees ensure greater 

freedom of movement. A sewn in waist-

band for better fit. Fitted with 2 side pock-

ets, flat pocket on the back and 2 thigh 

pockets. Sizes: XS-3XL.

AX WR LADY
Combat trousers in green colour, made 

from waxed fabric which prevents wa-

ter from soaking. Profiled knees ensure 

greater freedom of movement. Fitted 

with 2 side pockets, flat pocket on the 

back and 2 thigh pockets, both flat 

pockets with zips. Sizes: XS-3XL.

MOORE LADY
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip on 

all its length. Fine weave from a du-

rable yarn, combines the advantages 

of wool and acrylic. Loden (100% wool) 

trimmings on shoulders, elbows and 

pocket edges. Front pockets with zips. 

Sizes: S-3XL.

OSLO LADY
A classic cut warm sweater for  

everyday use made from 100% merino  

wool. Pleasant to the touch wool,  

gentle to the skin. Sizes: S-3XL.
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GOTEBORG
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip on 

all its length. Fine weave from a durable 

yarn, combines the advantages of wool 

and acrylic. Decorative trimmings on 

shoulders, elbows, inside of the collar and 

pocket edgings. 2 side pockets and chest 

pockets with zips.  Sizes: S-3XL.

NIKO
Warm turtleneck zip up sweater with a 

pocket fitted on the chest. Very soft to the 

touch yarn in a stylish decorative blend of 

colours combining the advantages of wool 

and acrylic fibre. Sizes: S-3XL.

MOORE 2
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip on 

all its length. Fine weave from a durable 

yarn, combines the advantages of wool 

and acrylic. Loden (100% wool) trimmings 

on shoulders, elbows and pocket edges. 

Front pockets with zips. Sizes: S-3XL

GOTEBORG

LINWOOD
Short collar sweater fitted with a zip. 

Faux suede trimmings fitted on elbows 

and shoulders. Front of the sweater in  

a decorative „rice” weave, back and 

sleeves in a durable, fine stitch. Yarn  

combines the advantages of wool and 

acrylic (each 50%). Sizes: S-3XL.
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OSLO
A classic cut warm sweater for everyday use made from 

100% merino wool. Pleasant to the touch wool, gentle to the 

skin. Sizes: S-3XL.

THORN
Short zip collar, stylish brown suede trimmings, universal blend 

of brown and beige. Warm, durable and soft to the touch yarn, 

a combination of wool and acrylic. Fits ladies and mens body.

Composition: 50% wool, 50% acrylic. Sizes: XS-3XL.

OSLO
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REN
Very pleasant to the touch softened fabric which is a combination of 

cotton, Ryon and polyester. Classic hunting cut. Suede finish fitted on 

pocket flaps and collar. Hunting style buttons imitate antlers. Viscose 

lining. The olive blend is perfect for all hunting events. Sizes: height - 

176, 182 and 188 cm, chest from 92 to 120 cm, every 4 cm.

BOWER SUIT 
BEIGE / BROWN
A stylish ladies jacket made of a high wool content fabric. Available 

in two colour versions - beige finished with dark trimmings, and 

brown finished with light trimmings. 2 front pockets with flaps. 

Faux antler buttons. Sizes: A from 36 to 40; B from 36 to 48.

BOWER SKIRT 
BEIGE / BROWN
Below the knee pencil skirt made of high quality fabric in beige 

or green colour. Waist made from brown suede. Rubber bands 

sewn at the sides for better fit. Zip at the back for easier putting 

on. Sizes: XS-2XL.

BEDFORD 
GREEN / BROWN 
A jacket in a traditional cut, made from fine fabric with high  

content of wool. Suede collar finish and decorative elbow patches.  

4 decorative buttons on the cuffs. A buttonhole on the left flap 

and a breast pocket below. 2 bottom pockets covered with flaps. 

4 internal pockets, 1 of them fastened with a button. Sizes: height - 

176, 182 and 188 cm, chest from 92 to 120 cm, every 4 cm.
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FALCON 
RED / DESERT / GREEN / RW
A shooting vest fitted with a full zip. Designed for right handed shooters.  

Tailored, ergonomic cut makes the vest fit the body perfectly without  

hindering movement. Mesh fabric ensures appropriate ventilation increasing 

the shooter’s comfort, and lowering the weight of the vest at the same 

time. 2 capacious pockets for cartridges on the front, with the possibility 

of widening with snaps. At the bottom in the back flap is a spacious  

kangaroo pocket. Loops with snaps to attach a card with a starting  

number. Special loops at the the back, at hip height, to hang a towel or 

earmuffs. Sizes: S-3XL.

FALCON DESERT

BLAST 
MEN / LADY
Softshell type vest made of three-layered fabric, 

with high quality membrane. Efficiently protects 

from wind and cold, retaining warmth by the body. 

Elastic fabric and tailored cut ensure full freedom of  

movement. Men sizes: S-4XL. Lady sizes: XS-3XL.
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OLIMP
A convenient vest, fitted with Orttex mem-

brane, efficiently protects the body from 

wind, without blocking the extraction of 

moisture. Mesh lining. Adjustable waistband 

at the bottom, zip pockets. Sizes: XS-4XL.

DUCK
Summer vest made of cotton ripstop fabric, 

on an airy mesh lining. Quilted trimmings 

made of a durable polyester fabric fitted on 

shoulders. 3 zip pockets on the front, zip 

pocket on the back. On the right side a 

clamp to attach straps. Sizes: S-4XL.

WINTER  
FIRE
Vest to be worn over outer clothing in-

creases safety during a group hunt. Fire  

camouflage is visible to the human eye from 

a significant distance, even in unfavourable 

weather conditions, but does not attract the 

attention of animals. Sizes: L-2XL.

WINTER 
FIRE THERMO
Insulated vest in Fire camouflage. Increases 

visibility and safety, without attracting the 

animal attention. Effectively protects from 

wind, and the insulation provides additional 

thermal insulation. Cut does not limit move-

ment, openings at the sides with sewn in 

rubber band. On the front pockets and rub-

ber ammunition carrier bands. Sizes: S-5XL

DEER
Zip-up vest made of cotton with addition  

of Spandex. Airy mesh lining, comfortable 

loose cut, adjustable waist, large zip-up do-

uble pockets, additional flap for ammunition 

belt. Sizes: XS-4XL.

OXFORD 
BROWN MEN / LADY
Lightweight quilted vest in brown colour. 

Short collar. Armpit sides made from highly  

breathable elastic fabric which extracts 

moisture to the outside and improves  

comfort of use. Elegant inner lining. Draw-

cord to adjust the waist. 2 zip pockets 

on the sides. Decorative flap on the back.  

Men sizes: S-3XL. Ladies sizes: XS-2XL.
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SANDVIK  
MEN / LADY
Flannel shirt made from high quality cotton, very pleasant to the 

touch. Unique colour set combining graphite, orange and beige. 

Men’s version features buttoned down collar and a flat chest 

pocket with a flap on the left. Ladies waisted version features 

faux pocket on the chest. Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

SPRING 
MEN / LADY
A very pleasant to the touch flannel shirt made from high qual-

ity cotton,. White green checked pattern. Men’s version features  

buttoned down collar and a flat chest pocket with a flap on the 

left. Ladies waisted version features faux pocket on the chest. 

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.
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WILLOW RED  
MEN / LADY
A comfortable flannel shirt with red brown checked pattern  

and subtle yellow and white stripes. Softened fabric which is 

durable and pleasant to the touch. Men’s version features but-

toned down collar and a flat chest pocket with a flap on the left.  

Ladies waisted version features faux pocket on the chest. Decora-

tive suede elbow patches. Faux antler buttons. Men sizes: S-4XL. 

Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

FIRE 
MEN / LADY
Comfortable flannel shirt combining mellow shades of red, brown  

and orange. Men’s version features buttoned down collar 

and a flat chest pocket with a flap on the left. Ladies waist-

ed version features faux pocket on the chest. Softened fabric, 

durable and pleasant to the touch. Composition: 100% cotton.  

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL. 

WILLOW GREEN 
MEN / LADY
A comfortable flannel shirt with green beige checked pattern.  

Softened fabric which is durable and pleasant to the touch. Men’s 

version features buttoned down collar and a flat chest pocket with 

a flap on the left. Ladies waisted version features faux pocket on 

the chest. Decorative suede elbow patches. Faux antler buttons. 

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

OAK 
MEN / LADY
Flannel shirt with a fine check pattern in typical hunting colours.  

Softened fabric, durable and pleasant to the touch. Men’s ver-

sion features buttoned down collar and a flat chest pocket with 

a flap on the left. Ladies waisted version features faux pocket 

on the chest. Faux antlers buttons. Composition: 100% cotton.  

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.
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BOAR 
Shirt with a high Modal content. Bright colour and anti-UV finish 

(UPV20+) ensure that the shirt is ideal during summer heat waves, 

letting through only 5% of harmful UV rays. Buttoned pocket on 

the chest with boar pattern. Brown suede finish on the inside of 

the collar, pocket trimming and sleeve cuts. Men sizes: S-4XL.

NORTH
Shirt made of warm fleece resistant to pilling, in dark green colour. 

Buttoned collar. On the left a concealed buttoned chest pocket. 

Upper part of the pocket, the inside of the collar and cuffs finished 

with brown suede. Sizes: S-3XL.
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STAM
An elegant shirt with delicate navy blue, beige and brown 

check on a white background. The collar and the inside 

of the cuffs hemmed with black fabric, black buttons.  

A pocket sewn on the chest. Fabric with a high content 

of modal (75%), very tactile. Effectively wicks moisture.  

Recommended not only for hunting occasions. 

Sizes: S–3XL, Slim or Regular.

SELBY
Stylish ladies’ shirt with a delicate navy blue-beige-brown 

checked pattern on a white background. Fabric with  

a high content of Modal (75%), very pleasant to the touch. 

Efficiently extracts moisture to the outside. Ladies European 

sizes: 34-48.

VERMONT 
SHORT / LONG
Long and short sleeve shirts, made from high densi-

ty fabric containing Modal fibres. Very pleasant to the 

touch, spacious structure. Green and black colour blend.  

A decorative suede patch on the chest pocket. Sizes: S-3XL.

Modal - fabric made of a cellulose fiber obtained from 

wood. Modal is very delicate in touch. When it is skilfully 

washed, it does not require ironing. Thanks to smooth 

and delicate structure of fiber, it efficiently extracts the 

moisture from the surface of the skin to the outside. 

Beech fiber absorbs 50% more moisture than cotton, so it 

keeps the skin relatively dry and protects our body from 

exposure to cold or overheating.

In comparison to cotton, Modal is much more pleasant 

to wear, giving a feeling of freshness while wearing it. 

„Beech” fabric in comparison to synthetic thermoactive 

clothing, perfectly extracts the moisture from the sur-

face of the skin, due to special fiber structure. Moisture 

extracting is as quick and smooth as in the case of syn-

thetic clothing. Clothes made of modal are also much 

more pleasant to wear and maintain freshness for longer 

than synthetic clothes, which affects the comfort of use.
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ANIMAL  
MEN / LADY 
Elegant white cotton shirt with a deer pattern in navy, brown and 

green colours. Available in ladies and men versions. Men sizes: 

S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

DEER 
MEN / LADY
Elegant white cotton shirt. A stag head with antlers stitched on 

the pleat. Faux antlers buttons provide distinctive hunting features. 

Available in ladies and men versions. Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies 

sizes: XS-3XL.

GREENFIELD 
SHORT / LONG / LADY
A shirt containing Modal available in men’s and 

waisted ladies versions. Olive beige checked 

pattern. Men’s long sleeve version features but-

toned down collar and a flat chest pocket with 

a flap on the left. Ladies version features rolled 

up sleeves fastened with a tab and faux pock-

ets on the chest. Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: 

XS-3XL.

SAHARA 
SHORT / LONG
Bright colour and anti-UV finish (UPV20+) make 

the shirt perfect for summer heatwaves, as it 

lets through only 5% of UV radiation. Soft and 

durable fabric with Modal efficiently extracts 

moisture. Sizes: S-3XL.

LENA
Fabric with UPV 20 filter, protecting from harmful 

sun radiation. Very pleasant to the touch and 

durable, efficiently extracts moisture, easy to iron. 

Foldable sleeves, fastened with side straps, dec-

orative suede details. Ladies sizes: 34-48.
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FOREST  
MEN / LADY
Shirt made of Modal and cotton with finish which accelerates dry-

ing process. Sleeves may be fastened to epaulettes when folded. 

Men’s version features decorative epaulettes on the shoulders, 2 

buttoned pockets on the chest. Ladies waisted version features 

faux pockets on the chest. Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

ROE BUCK  
MEN / LADY
Elegant white cotton shirt. Roe buck head stitched on the  

placket and faux antlers buttons provide distinctive hunting  

features. Durable fabric. Composition: 100% cotton. 

Men sizes: S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.

HUNTER 
MEN / LADY
Shirt made of strong cotton in a typical hunting dark green colour. 

Men’s version features 2 buttoned pockets on the chest and collar 

fastened with 2 small buttons. Ladies waisted version features 

faux pockets on the chest and sleeves which may be fastened 

to epaulettes when folded. Composition: 100% cotton. Men sizes: 

S-4XL. Ladies sizes: XS-3XL.
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GREENLAND 
MERINO 
Greenland is underwear made from soft and fine wool 

procured from merino breed sheep, which features  

fibres that are three times thinner than a human hair. 

This fine raw material for Greenland underwear is  

supplied by a renowned Swiss company Schoeller, which 

guarantees high thermal parameters and high quality. 

The underwear featured a two layered structure where 

the functional inner fibres extract moisture from the  

surface of the skin to the woolen layer.

An elaborate system of channels in the woolen outer  

layer allows for absorbing a substantial amount of  

moisture (up to 35% of own mass), without the  

unpleasant feeling of dampness, at the same time  

retaining high thermal parameters. Thanks to additional  

silver ion finish the growth of bacteria is limited. The  

underwear will ideally prove itself in winter, when it  

efficiently protects from chill, as well as in summer, when 

it protects the body against overheating. 

The “body mapping” system has been  

implemented in the underwear - a special 

zone structure with appropriately chosen 

types of weave in areas which require efficient  

extraction of moisture, increased elasticity, and 

mechanical durability. High elasticity and reduced 

number of seams improve the comfort of use, 

freedom of movement and limit the possibility of 

grazing and skin irritation. 

Men sizes: S-3XL. Ladies sizes: S-XL.
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CALIFORNIA 
MEN / LADY
California thermoactive underwear is clothing that makes a difference. California 

underwear is made from nylon fibres created from processed coffee beans in 

the process of recycling. Unique fibre structure creates a natural layer protecting 

the skin from UV rays. 

Coffee grounds being a constituent of the fibres, absorb unpleasant odours 

which are created during an all-day physical activity and ensure comfort of use. 

Thanks to a special composition of the fibre, California provides a cooling feel in 

contact with the skin and absorbs the moisture extracting it to the outside. The 

addition of Spandex ensures that the underwear fits the body well and retains 

high elasticity in four directions. 

California is available in versions: mens and ladies, which accents the women’s 

figure. The underwear is for all-year use as an outer garment as well as to be 

worn under the layer of clothing serving as the first layer of insulation. The 

series comprise of t-shirt, long sleeved shirt, and leggings.

California key features:

• absorbs unpleasant odours and retains freshness for a long time

• stretches in four directions

• extracts moisture efficiently

• protects from UV rays

• environmentally friendly

Composition: 46% nylon Ice-Cafe, 46% polyester, 8% Spandex. 

Available sizes: Men: S-4XL. Ladies: XS-3XL.

CALIFORNIA LADY 
CALIFORNIA MEN
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WOODSMAN 
MEN / LADY
Thermoactive underwear made from double lay-

ered yarn containing active ions of silver. Sections 

featuring higher breathability rate placed where in-

tensive sweating and heat exchange occurs. Seam-

less anatomical construction, elasticity in all directions 

ensure optimal fit without constriction, comfort and 

maximum freedom of movement. Efficiently extracts 

moisture from the surface of the skin to the outside, 

improving the correct thermal regulation of the body. 

The addition of active ions of silver limits the growth 

of bacteria, maintaining their amount at skin neutral 

level. Men sizes: S-3XL. Lady sizes: S-XL.

WINTER
Warm thermoactive underwear set in green colour  

consist of leggings and a long sleeve. Elastic yarn 

combines the advantages of cotton, polyester and 

elastane. Efficiently extracts moisture from the  

surface of the skin to the outside. The addition of  

active ions of silver limits the growth of bacteria,  

maintaining their amount at skin neutral level.  

Flat seams and brushed finish on the inside make 

the underwear pleasant to the touch and eliminate 

scrapes. Sizes: S-3XL.

WINTER
WOODSMAN
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SUMMER PRO
Summer socks, combining the advantages of cotton, Coolmax fibres 

and Lycra. Very elastic, the socks ensure optimal fit without applying 

excessive pressure. Quick extraction of moisture from the surface of 

the foot. Recommended for use with boots fitted with membranes 

in summer period.

UNI PRO
All year socks, on the inside partially finished with frotte fabric.  

Specially designed areas fitted in mid-foot and ankle enable improved 

fit of the sock. Fabric with the addition of Kevlar at the toes and 

heel protects the sock from scraping. Non-pressure band. Work well 

in shoes fitted with different kinds of membrane. Combination of 

cotton and Coolmax perfectly extracts moisture and in soft to the 

touch and feel natural at the same time. Composition: 66% cotton,  

18% Coolmax, 10% poliamide, 4% Kevlar, 2% Lycra.

PRO LINE BOAR / DEER / CLASSIC 
Warm winter socks. The addition of Thermolite fibers which efficiently  

extract moisture to the outside also provide effective thermal insulation. 

The natural feel and additional insulation are guaranteed by the highest 

quality merino wool. The addition of Lycra ensures elasticity and fit on 

the whole surface of the foot without excessive pressure. Yarns with the 

addition of Kevlar at the toes and heel protects the sock from scraping. 

Pattern of a boar, deer or without the pattern. Composition: 51% merino 

wool, 30% Thermolite, 12% polyamide, 4% Kevlar, 3% Lycra.

WINTER HIGH 
GREEN / BROWN

Above-the-knee height hunting winter socks. High welt keeps the 

sock in place without applying excessive pressure on the calf. Made 

from the combination of merino wool and Thermolite fibres. The socks  

insulate thermally well and extract moisture to the outside. The  

addition of Lycra ensures a proper fit. Composition: 51% merino wool, 

30% Thermolite, 12% polyamide, 4% Kevlar, 3% Lycra.

FN SUMMER 
BOAR / DUCK HUNTER / HARE / FOX

Summer socks with hunting patterns. Honey colour with a recurring 

boar pattern. Dark green colour with a recurring fox pattern. Light 

green with different images on the left and right socks showing  

a hunter at a duck hunt. Blue with different images on the left and 

right socks showing bears and hares. Composition: 85% cotton,  

12% polyamide, 3% Lycra.

FN WINTER 
BOAR / FOX

Thick winter socks with hunting patterns. Different images on 

the left and right socks. Orange with a silhouette of a fox and it’s  

footprints. The brown ones show a boar and it’s footprints.  

Composition: 42% merino wool, 42% polyacrylic, 10% polyamide, 3% Lycra.

European sock sizes: 35-38, 39-42, 43-46.
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SILVER PRO
 

Series of thermoactive underwear including long 

sleeve shirt and leggings. Made from fabric in thick 

weave, brushed on the inside. Soft internal finish  

efficiently extracts moisture and additionally insulates 

thermically. Polyamide yarn with the addition of silver 

ions limits the growth of bacteria on the surface of 

the skin. The underwear recommended specially for 

the autumn-winter period. Sizes: S-3XL. 

SILVER ONE
 

The Silver One collection underwear is made from polyamide with addition 

of active ions of silver. Thanks to its special structure the fabric extracts 

the moisture from the surface of the skin to the outside. The ions of  

silver possess a bacteriostatic feature which impairs the growth of bacteria 

on the surface of the skin. The extraction of moisture allows maintaining  

appropriate body temperature, and maintaining the presence of bacteria  

on its natural level prevents appearing of unpleasant odour and skin  

irritation. The Silver One collection underwear is elastic and it stretches in all 

directions, that is why it doesn’t hinder movement despite being adjacent 

to the skin. Sizes: S-3XL.
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HALS 
GREEN / BEIGE / MEN / LADY
Short sleeve polo T-shirt available in beige and green colour. 

Decorative details in a contrastive colour. Durable jersey with 

Modal, efficiently extracts moisture from the surface of the 

skin to the outside. Composition: 57% Modal, 43% polyester. 

Men sizes: S-4XL. Lady sizes: XS-2XL.

FN T-SHIRT 
TAGART BLACK / DEER / DUCK / 
BOAR /  MOUNTAIN / GREEN / 
WHITE / OLIVE / HONEY / BLACK     
Comfortable cotton T-shirts with added elastane. Available  

in various colours with patterns of animals and nature:  

olive green with a deer pattern, dark green with a 3 animals  

pattern, white with a mountain landscape, honey-coloured 

with a boar pattern, or black with Tagart logo. Also available 

plain versions without any patterns. Composition: 95% cotton, 

5% elastane. Sizes: S-4XL
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REFLEX 2
Hat fitted with retractable ear flaps, 

made from fabric in 3DX camouflage 

or brown fabric with a membrane.  

The top of the hat may be turned 

over to the other side in bright orange  

camouflage. Available hat sizes: S-2XL. 

GOLF
Summer flat hat matching Iron set. 

Available sizes: 54-62 cm. 

YAK
A warm knitted beanie with 3M 

Thinsulate™ headband lining. Compo-

sition: 100% acrylic. Universal size.

SHOT CAPS
The hat is available in seven versions: Classic made of denim, Cramp Green made of 

elastic fabric, Brown, Fire and 3DX with photorealistic camouflage, WR made of wax 

finished fabric, Valley made in trucker style with valley printed on the mesh. Camouflage 

and Brown versions are fitted with polyurethane membranes and hydrophobic finish. 

WR and Valley versions are fitted with brand embroideries.

SMART 2
Smart hats complement the Arctic  

Extreme and Rain sets. Foldable ear 

flaps. Adjustable drawcord at the back. 

Sizes: S-2XL.

SIMPLE
A warm winter hat made of a durable 

and resistant to pilling yarn. Available in 

green and brown colour. Sizes: L, XL.

PIRX
Insulated ear flap hat, efficiently  

protecting your head from chill, wind 

and rain/snow falls. Outer shell with 

membrane, strong thermal insulation 

and pleasant to the touch finish made 

of faux fur. Available sizes: 55-62 cm.

IRON CAP
Cap supplements the Iron set. Available 

in olive and 3DX camouflage. Adjustable 

strap with a buckle at the back. 

Sizes: M-XL.

CORTEX
Knitted beanie with turn cuff. Compo-

sition: 100% acrylic. Universal size.

VALLEY
Multifunctional microfibre scarf with a 

brand logo. Extracts moisture efficiently.  

Useful in various situations both in  

summer and winter. You can form a 

hat, scarf, band, balaclava etc. out of it.

WINTER
A warm, turnover winter hat. Available 

in green colour. Universal size. 

Composition: 100% acrylic. 
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ARCTIC
Warm gloves, matching the Arctic Extreme set. Special cut  

allows for combining comfort of use with effective protection  

from cold. Soft fleece lining inside, inner trimmings provide firm  

grip and resistance to damage. The index finger side seam hides 

an opening which allows handling the trigger precisely. European 

sizes: 7-11.

SMART BROWN/ 3DX
Gloves are fitted with fold-away mittens which may be attached to 

the back of the hand. Such solution allows for combining the possi-

bility of high performance with efficient protection from bitter frost. 

Available in brown colour and 3DX camouflage. Sizes: 22-26 cm.

PERTH
Universal hat in olive colour. The hat maintains the shape thanks to 

stiffeners and stitches around the brim. Sizes: 55-62 cm. 

PRIME
Lightweight gloves effectively protect from wind and cold. 

Three-layered fabric with membrane and thin fleece finish 

on the inside. Leather trimmings fitted on places prone to 

tear. Possibility to stick out a finger through a special hole. 

Sizes: 22-26.

TATRA
Woven gloves lined with 3M Thinsulate™ Flex insulation  

inside. Reinforcing bovine leather edgings on the inside. Open 

fingers which may be covered with a flap. Available in green 

colour. Universal size.

RAIN
Convenient hat made of fabric matching Rain set. Fabric with 

membrane, ear and neck protector, fleece insulated, hidden  

inside. Sizes: 55-62 cm. 
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SUMATRA
Hunting 28l capacity backpack. Made of Cordura fabric; fitted 

with SAS Ergonomic zips, Duraflex buckles, ACS suspension 

system. Weight 1.15kg. Fitted with chest strap and detachable 

waist belt.

FORMOZA
Hunting 40l capacity backpack. Made of Cordura fabric; fitted 

with SAS Ergonomic zips, Duraflex buckles, ACS suspension 

system. Weight 1.7kg. Backpack fitted with chest strap and 

profiled waist belt. Expandable compartment additionally in-

creases backpack capacity.

SEAL 
THERMAL INSULATING SEAT
Lightweight, foldable thermal insulating seat pads. Unfolded 

size 42x26cm. Soft filling featuring high insulation parameters. 

Rubber band, convenient latch allows strapping the pads to 

a rucksack or belt loop. Fabric with a membrane in 3DX or 

Fire camouflage.

IRON PROTECTORS 
3DX / OLIVE
Gaiters protect the space between the leg and boot from 

snow, water and mud. Fabric with Orttex membrane. Front 

zip covered with a flap, hook to attach to laces. Regulated 

strap to fasten under the shoe. Drawcord at the top to adjust 

girth. Available in three versions: (3DX, Olive). Universal size, front 

length: 40cm.

CAR WEAPON CASES
Felt gun cases designed to transport weapons in a car, su-

spended on front headrests. Width 120cm, sewn on zipped 

pockets, combination padlocks on both sides. Available in two 

versions: holding one or two guns. 
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TRAIL 
Game drag made of a durable orange strap, 2,5 cm width. 

Enables dragging hunted game. Fitted with a hand loop and 

stainless steel hook. Convenient pouch with a drawcord and a 

carabiner to transport and storage.

TRAIL PLUS
Game drag made of a durable orange strap, 2,5 cm width.  

Enables dragging hunted game by 1-3 people. Fitted with  

2 hand loops and 1 shoulder loop. Stainless steel hook.  

Convenient pouch with a drawcord and a carabiner to trans-

port and storage.

MULTITRAIL
Multifunctional hunter’s set made of a durable orange 

strap, 2,5 cm width. Enables dragging hunted game by 

3 people at the same time. Fitted with 2 hand loops and  

1 shoulder loop. Stainless steel hook on a swivel prevents  

twisting of the strap. Possibility of using the strap as a lead  

for 1-3 dogs or a strap worn over a shoulder to carry game bird 

straps. Convenient pouch with a drawcord and a carabiner  

to transport and storage.

PEAK  
SHOOTING REST BAG 
Shooting rest bag which may be hung over a railing. Allows 

for comfortable gun positioning, prevents from scartching the 

rifle. Fitted with 3 separate zip pouches which are to be filled 

with rice or beans. Upper part dimensions (length x width  

x height): 13,5 x 9,5 x 6,5 cm. Overall height 14 cm. 

VISION 
BINOCULARS HARNESS 
Binocular harness made of green rubber. Worn on the back,  

adjustable to fit the body. Dark green binoculars strap included, 

fastened to the harness with carabiners.
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JACKETS

Thunder Thermo 3 
Green Men

Gomera Pro 2
Green

Forest Men

4Track Men

Rain 2 Lady

Cramp Pro 
G/B Lady

Thunder Thermo 3 
Flame Men

Gomera Classic 
Men

Forest Lady

Starbak Men

Iron 2 3DX Men

Cramp Pro 
G/G Men

Thunder Thermo 3 
Green Lady

Gomera Classic 
Lady

Elk

Starbak Lady

Iron 2 3DX Lady

Cramp Pro 
G/G Lady

Thunder Thermo 3 
Flame Lady

Wave 2 Men

Fox

Iron Orttex Men

Iron 2 Olive Men

Cramp Pro 
D/B Men

Winterforest

Wave 2 Lady

Bruno

Iron Orttex Lady

Iron 2 Olive Lady

Arctic Extreme

Volda

Windshield

Rain 2 Men

Cramp Pro 
G/B Men
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TROUSERS

Iron Orttex Men

Iron 2 Olive Men

Cramp Pro 
D/B Men

Jump Green WR

Iron Orttex Lady

Iron 2 Olive Lady

Frost

Jeans Classic

Rain 2 Men

Cramp Pro 
G/B Men

Enduro

Trevor Green

Rain 2 Lady

Cramp Pro 
G/B Lady

Enduro Ripstop

Trevor Brown

Iron 2 3DX Men

Cramp Pro 
G/G Men

Traper

Terrain Pro WR

Iron 2 3DX Lady

Cramp Pro 
G/G Lady

Jump Green

Thunder Thermo 3 
Green Men

Thunder Thermo 3 
Flame Men

Thunder Thermo 3 
Green Lady

Thunder Thermo 3 
Flame Lady

Winterforest Arctic Extreme

Gomera Pro 2
Green

Gomera Classic 
Men

Gomera Classic 
Lady

4Track Men Starbak Men Starbak Lady

AX Men
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TROUSERS / SKIRTS / SUITS / SWEATERS/ VESTS / POLO

AX Lady

Moore II

Nico

Olimp

Falcon Green

AX WR Men

Moore Lady

Thorn

Deer

Falcon Desert

AX WR Lady

Oslo Men

Oxford Brown
Men

Duck

Hals Green Men

AX Comfort Men

Oslo Lady

Oxford Brown
Lady

Bedford Green

Winter Fire

Hals Green Lady

AX Comfort Lady

Goteborg

Blast Men

Bedford Brown

Winter Thermo 
Fire

Hals Beige Men

Linwood

Tina
Green / Brown

Blast Lady

Falcon Red

Hals Beige Lady

Bower Skirt
Beige / Brown

Bower Beige
Suit

Bower Brown
Suit

Ren
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SHIRTS

Sandvik Men

Willow Green Men

Boar

Animal Men

Sahara Short Men

Sandvik Lady

Willow Green Lady

North

Animal Lady

Sahara Long Men

Spring Men

Fire Men

Stam

Deer Men

Lena

Spring Lady

Fire Lady

Selby

Deer Lady

Greenfield Short 
Men

Willow Red Men

Oak Men

Vermont Short

Forest Men

Greenfield Long 
Men

Willow Red Lady

Oak Lady

Vermont Long

Forest Lady

Greenfield Lady

Hunter Men Hunter Lady

Roe Buck Men Roe Buck Lady
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UNDERWEAR / T-SHIRTS / GLOVES

Woodsman T-shirt 
Men

California T-shirt 
Lady

Greenland Merino
Longsleeve

Silver One  
T-shirt

FN T-shirt
Mountain

FN T-shirt
Tagart Black

Woodsman T-shirt 
Lady

California T-shirt 
Men

Greenland Merino
Leggings

Silver One  
Longsleeve

FN T-shirt
Olive

Tatra Gloves

Woodsman  
Longsleeve Men

California  
Longsleeve Lady

Winter Longsleeve

Silver One  
Leggings

FN T-shirt
Green

Arctic Gloves

Woodsman  
Longsleeve Lady

California  
Longsleeve Men

Winter Leggings

FN T-shirt
Deer

FN T-shirt
Honey

Smart Gloves 
3DX

Woodsman  
Leggings Men

California  
Leggings Lady

Silver Pro  
Longsleeve

FN T-shirt
Duck

FN T-shirt
Black

Smart Gloves 
Brown

Woodsman  
Leggings Lady

California  
Leggings Men

Silver Pro  
Leggings

FN T-shirt
Boar

FN T-shirt
White

Prime Gloves
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SOCKS

HATS / CAPS

Summer Pro

FN Summer
Boar

Rain

Shot 
Classic / Cramp

Golf

Uni Pro

FN Summer 
Duck Hunter

Perth

Shot
Brown / WR

Cortex

Pro Line Boar

FN Summer 
Hare

Reflex 2 3DX

Shot 
3DX / Fire

Yak

Pro Line Deer

FN Summer 
Fox

Reflex 2 Brown

Shot
Valley

Winter

Pro Line Classic

FN Winter Fox

Smart 2

Iron 
3DX / Olive

Simple 
Green

Winter High
Green / Brown

FN Winter Boar

Pirx

Valley Scarf
Orange / Green

Simple
Brown
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TAGART®

Mieszka I-go 4 str., 39-400 Tarnobrzeg, Poland
tel. +48 15 822 48 18, tagart@tagart.pl, www.tagart.eu

facebook.com/tagart.follownature


